Chinese musician kicked off American Airlines flight because of cello
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Hu Jingjing's cello caused its owner a great deal of travel disruption last Thursday. Jingjing Hu | Jingjing Hu/Twitter

A Chinese student was kicked off an American Airlines flight on August 2 beca
too large, even though she had paid for it to have its own seat.

A Chinese student was kicked oﬀ an American Airlines ﬂight on
because her cello was too large, even though she had paid for
own seat.
Hu Jingjing, a student at DePaul University School of Music, had
Miami to take part in a music festival, and was attempting retur
with her US$30,000 cello.
The instrument means so much to her she made sure it had its
Speaking to NBC, Hu said: “Maybe I’m exaggerating, but it’s mo
life”.
Writing on Facebook, Hu’s husband, Jay Tang, said: “I purchased
trip tickets for her and her cello on April 2 on the phone directly
told them speciﬁcally that one ticket is for the cello as cabin bag
told it is absolutely allowed and she won't have any problem.”
However, just before the gate was about to close, Hu was told s
oﬀ the plane because "the aircraft is too small for the cello".
When Hu asked to see the rules regarding instruments on ﬂigh
given a printout that said “bass violins/ﬁddles” are not permitte
Hu pointed out that a cello is neither a violin nor a ﬁddle.
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The rules on cellos clearly state that: “A cello must be assigned
window seat on a non-exit row.” The rule book also states that
be in any cabin".
US Federal Regulations allow passengers to carry large instrum
cellos in the cabin providing they buy an extra ticket. Further, th
musician had no problems travelling from Chicago to Miami.
American Airlines said in a statement there was a "miscommun
about whether the cello met the requirements to ﬁt onboard th
American Airlines went on to say that Hu was rebooked on a la
Boeing 767, the following morning.
Hu Jingjing eventually arrived in Chicago, but says she is not su
to ﬂy with her cello again.
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